
 
Answer Keys 

Ist Periodic Test 2018-19 
Social Studies 

Class VI      Set- A 
 

Q1. Tick the correct answers :-                1x5=5 

(i) North 
(ii) Mars and Jupiter 
(ii) North West 
(iii) Dr. Bheem Rao Ambedkar 
(iv) The Poles 

Q.2    Fill in the blanks                               1x5=5 

 (i) 50% 
     (ii)     livelihood/jobs/foods 
      (iii)    Northern Hemisphere 
     (iv)  Stars 

(v) Heat and light 
 

Q.3   Short answer Question                     2x5=10 

 (i)  What is globe?. 

 Ans  - Globe is a true model of earth .  

(ii) What do you mean by sites?. 

 Ans.- Sites are places where  the remains of things as tools , pots, buildings,  
were found. 

 (iii) What is CE ?. 

 Ans  - CE  stands for “Common Era”. 

 (iv) Give an example of inequality? 

 Ans-  A poor child and  a rich child  it is an example of economic  inequality. 

 (v) Define the  term  prejudice ?  

 Ans .- Prejudice means to judge other people  negatively or see them as 
inferior. 

Q. No 4   Long answer questions.   3 x 5= 15 

 (i)     What do you mean by “equality” ?. 

 Ans- People are equally treated  on the basis of caste, colour,  religion etc.  is  
known as equality.          
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(ii) Draw  a list of different festivals celebrated  in your locality ?. 

Ans.- Holi, Diwali , Ganesh Chaturthi, Independence Day, Republic Day, 
Gandhi Jayanti  ( student will  reply  according to their  surrounding) 

(iii) What are the three  heat zones of Earth? 

Ans. Three heat zones of Earth – 

  (a) Torrid Zone 

  (b) Temperate Zone 

  © Frigid Zone 

(iv) Why do hunter  and gatherers  chose to live in caves and rock shelters ?. 

Ans . Hunter and gatherers  chose to live in caves  and rock shelter to protect 
themselves  from wild  animals and bad   weather. 

(v)  What  tools would you use today for  cutting fruits ?. What  would they be 
made of ?. 

Ans - The tools such  as  knife , blade made of hard metal like iron or steel is 
used for cutting now a days. 

Q.No 5   Diagram  ( 5 Marks) 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 



 

Answer Keys 
Ist Periodic Test 2018-19 

Social Studies 
Class VI     Set B 

 
Q1. Tick the correct answers :-                1x5=5 

(i) The Poles 
(ii) Mars and Jupiter 
(iii) North West 
(iv) Dr. Bheem Rao Ambedkar 
(v) North 

Q.2    Fill in the blanks                               1x5=5 

 (i) Livelihood/jobs/foods  
(ii) 50% 

       (iii)    Northern Hemisphere 
     (iv)  Stars 

(v) Heat and light 
 

Q.3   Short answer Question                     2x5=10 

 (i)  What is globe?. 

 Ans  - Globe is a true model of earth .  

(iii) What do you mean by” Latitude” ?.  

 Ans- Latitude are  imaginary  parallel  lines that run horizontally across the 
globe. 

 (iii) What is BCE ?. 

 Ans  - BCE  stands for “ Before Common Era”. 

 (iv) Give an example of inequality? 

 Ans-  A poor child and  a rich child  it is an example of economic  inequality. 

 (v) Define the  term  prejudice ?  

 Ans .- Prejudice means to judge other people  negatively or see them as 
inferior. 
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Q. No 4   Long answer questions.   3 x 5= 15 

 (i)     What do you mean by “Equality” ?. 

 Ans- People are equally treated  on the basis of caste, colour,  religion etc.  is  
known as equality.          

  (ii) Draw  a list of different festivals celebrated  in your locality ?. 

 Ans.- Holi, Diwali , Ganesh Chaturthi, Independence Day, Republic Day, 
Gandhi Jayanti  ( Student will  reply  according to their  surrounding) 

 (iii) What are the three  heat zones of Earth? 

 Ans. Three heat zones of Earth – 

  (a) Torrid Zone 

  (b) Temperate Zone 

  (c) Frigid Zone 

 (iv) Why do hunter  and gatherers  chose to live in caves and rock shelters ?. 

 Ans . Hunter and gatherers  chose to live in caves  and rock shelter to protect 
themselves  from wild  animals and bad   weather. 

 (v) What  tools would you use today for  cutting fruits ?. What  would they be 
made of ?. 

 Ans - The tools such  as  knife , blade made of hard metal like iron or steel is 
used for cutting now a days. 

Q.No 5   Diagram  ( 5 Marks) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


